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ABSTRACT
On a web page, an oval map continually streams noise sounds and images generated by two deep neural networks.
These deep nets were deliberately cracked by myself, using eight years of personal audiovisual archives collected with
my smartphone to create low-quality datasets from which the networks would fail to learn. The meditative experience
of this perpetual and distributed flow of neural noise invites critical reflection on AI technology in relation to musical
expression. On the one hand, the stardardized, anonymized, and automated music production processes enabled by
deep learning networks could be eventually adopted by mainstream streaming platforms, continuing their eroding
of economic bonds between musicians and the public by dematerialising norms of music listening and consumption.
On the other hand, the symbolic and aesthetic interpretations of AI-generated media remain in the hands of people,
with musicians regaining power over their own data, and communities producing cultural value from the new musical
experiences. Rather than as an inescapable technology horizon, ciel intends to situate AI within such political struggle
for sustainable musical expression.

Fig. 1. Image excerpt of ciel.
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INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
ciel is an online AI installation offering a critical meditation on AI technology and sustainable musical expression. Its
noise aesthetics results from three artistic choices related to AI and music: (1) the recycling of low-quality, personal
audiovisual data, (2) the cracking of deep neural networks, and (3) the allegorical displaying in an online “all-sky” map.
The recycling of low-quality, personal audiovisual data
Most of AI applications to music often rely on high-quality, large musical datasets. These datasets often dematerializes
the links between musical data and musicians, which raises ethical and legal issues—e.g., the one-million song and lyric
dataset recently scraped by OpenAI [3]. To reappropriate AI, musicians and researchers explored data customisation
practices, for example building accessible interfaces for machine learning—e.g., Rebecca Fiebrink’s Wekinator [8]—, or
situating data in cultural contexts—e.g., Holly Herndon’s collecting of traditional singing recordings in PROTO [10].
I was interested in recycling low-quality, personal audiovisual data as an accessible and material data customisation
practice for AI in music. I searched my BlackBerry, a mobile productivity device that let me capture poor audio recordings
and pictures over eight years of my time—a somehow coherent data collection protocol for building a personal archival
dataset. More than their individual qualities as experimental music media, it is their collective aspect that I wanted to
explore, to counter AI applications and their perpetuation of digital dematerialisation and high-quality standards [16].
The cracking of deep neural networks
From the mid-twentieth century, many musicians and artists have searched for experimental sounds and images by
hijacking music technology, from the manipulation of programming languages and web interfaces—e.g., Sang Won
Lee’s live coding of YouTube [13]—to the breaking of physical apparatuses generating media—e.g., Fluxus’s Wolf Vostell
and its TV Burying [14]. As an intermediary practice, Caleb Kelly introduced cracking as the exploitation of undesirable
behaviors of playback media for artistic expression, often in a critique of the recording music industry [11].
I was interested in hijacking deep neural networks to challenge their promoted applications to music production.
Rather than manipulating the parameters of fully-trained nets—e.g., Mario Klingemann’s neural glitch approach [12]—, I
wanted to crack the learning process of deep neural nets so that they would fail to learn musical representations—while
not breaking enough to still generate sound and image. I thus deliberately trained the networks over my low-quality
datasets. The generated neural noise reveals the powerlessness of state-of-the-art AI applied to idiosyncratic media.
The allegorical displaying in an online “all-sky” map
Automatic music generation is often framed as the main issue to be addressed with deep neural networks [5]. While
more and more studies attempt to evaluate its application to music [17], the application case—music generation—remains
barely debated across research communities. In our times where streaming platforms weaken economic bonds between
music and the public [7], will a new creativity support tool genuinely help musicians sustain their musical expression?
Eventually, could we think of debating such political and infrastructural issues within AI music technology research?
I was interested in summoning the sky symbol—ciel in French—to frame these political issues, as an allegory of the
modern myth of unlimited progress detached from its material conditions. I thus displayed the generated images inside
an oval map, in reference to all-sky maps used for scientific representation of sky radiations [2]. The online broadcasting
of the installation eventually makes the dystopian horizon of streaming platforms continually producing AI-generated
songs and sleeves accessible for musicians, research communities, and the broad public to debate collectively [4].
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
Below are provided details on ciel’s dataset specifications, deep neural network training, and online exhibition.
Dataset specifications
I used data collected with a BlackBerry Curve 9320, which let me capture a heterogenous set of casual, descriptive,
performative, private and public situations within human and nonhuman environments between 2011 and 2018. The
smartphone’s microphone supported mono recording with a 16,000 Hz sampling frequency. Its 3.15 megapixel camera
rendered a 2048 x 1536 pixel resolution with low-quality grain as of mid-light setups. I extracted nearly 3 hours of audio
from all voice notes and video records, and cropped all 2,615 camera pictures to a 256 x 256 format for preprocessing. I
decided not to label the resulting datasets to cede interpretation of these experimental media to the networks alone.
Deep neural network training
I used a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) for audio generation [6] and a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) for image
generation [9]. I used vschaos, a library for VAE sound synthesis1 , and a GAN implementation for image generation2 . As
my intention was to only rely on my dataset to crack the networks’ learning, I decided to take the networks’ architecture
and hyperparameters provided in the libraries’ templates as granted. Training was led on my laptop’s 2.8 GHz Intel
Core i7 CPU3 , and was interrupted regardless of the networks’ losses. The two resulting latent spaces, exhibiting light
learning artifacts, enable generation of noise sounds and images—which I propose to call neural noise. Postprocessing
solely consisted in normalising sound amplitude to prevent hearing damage due to high-frequency artifacts of the VAE.
Online exhibition
Online implementation was done with A-Frame, a web framework for virtual reality experiences4 . Broadcasting currently
consists in playing a new sound and projecting a new image into the oval map every thirty seconds—in reference to the
30-second shortening of songs caused by streaming platforms and their norms of music consumption [1]—from a folder
of short sounds and images randomly sampled from the networks’ latent spaces. Real-time generation from latent
spaces may possibly be implemented by end of July—based on my experience with machine learning and SSH protocol
[15]. Online visitors may use their laptop to experience the installation, using headphones or loudspeakers, setting
their volume with care in relation to noise. They may click the grey circle at the bottom of page to read a program note.
FEASIBILITY
If accepted, ciel would be premiered at this year’s NIME conference. As such, no documentation of previous deployment
is available. Still, a live demo of its current implementation is provided in the next section to demonstrate feasibility.
MEDIA LINK
• Online installation: http://wolfgang.wang/ciel
1 https://github.com/domkirke/vschaos_package
2 https://github.com/eriklindernoren/PyTorch-GAN
3 The

technical inadequacy of standard CPU-based computers to train deep neural networks—compared to massive GPUs required by AI applications—
makes cracking a straightforward practice for artists wanting to inquire the economic and ecological assumptions over which AI is built.
4 This choice was made for aesthetic coherence with the first part of the installation, terre, created for VR: https://hugoscurto.com/portfolio/ciel-terre/
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